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Crusader Warfare Revisited:
A Revisionist Look at R. C. Smail's Thesis:
Fortifications and Development of Defensive Planning
Paul E. Chevedden
alem tate College

1 The influence ofSmail's study

T

he study of medieval military architecture - Islamic, Byzantine,
western, and crusader - has received much attention, but the
major emphasis has been placed on archjtectural description. Little
attention has been devoted to the study of the development of fortifications
during the iddle Ages. Smail's Crusadi11g Warfare, 1097-1193 was not
primari ly devoted to the subject of fortifications and the development of
defensive planning in the crusader states, but his comments on trus topic
have been extremely influential and have served to stifle further discussion
on this important subject. T he Midd le Ages saw notable changes in the
design of fortifications, yet Smail denies that any changes in defensive
planning occurred during this period. According to Smai l, the scientific
principles of fortifications remained unchanged during the cru ader period;
only the details of fortifica tion and construction were modified: 'At fi rst
sight, a Chateau Gaillard, a Crac [Hisn al-Akriid], or a Caerphilly bear
l.ittle resemblance to the motte and bailey castles of the early twelfth century or to the earthworks of primitive peoples, but the principles of defense
which their respective architects sought to express were unchanged'.'
Although primitive earthworks, motte and bailey castles, and castles having concentric defences all have in common a defensive enclosure to ward
off hostile intruders, the defensive principles upon which they were constructed vary considerably. The vast changes in weaponry and siege methods made over the centuries were countered by corresponding changes in
the design of fortifications, and this is particularly true of the crusader period.
Smail' tatic view of medieval fortifications has been echoed in Geoffrey
Parker's The Military Revolution; and P. . Holt, also relying on Smail's
' R. C. mail, Crusading Wa,fore, 1097- 1193 (Cambridge 1956) p 217.
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seminal study, agrees that in the crusader period there were 'no significant
developments in military technology or tactics'.2 The sequel to Smail's work,
Christopher Marshall's Waifare in the Latin East, 1192-1291, inherits Smail's
approach to fortifications. While observing that the crusaders built, or rebuilt,
a number of castles on concentric principles during the thirteenth century,
Marshall, nevertheless, affirms that for the period considered in his study,
'there appears to have been little change in the methods of attack and defence
which were employed'. 3
2 T he interaction between the advances in siege technology
and the development of fortifications

The development of fortifications in any period is closely connected
with corresponding developments in siegecraft, and an understanding of the
one is essential to an understanding of the other.' Although it may seem
obvious that new or improved offensive devices g reatly affect the character of defensive systems, the available studies on medieval fortifications in
the Middle East (by Deschamps, Creswell,Johns, and Sauvaget) focus primarily on architectural concerns and ignore the continuous interaction of
offensive and defensive planning that spu rred developments and counterdevelopments in both fields. I argue that the medieval citadel ofDama cu
represents a critical transition in defensive planning and is of crucial importance in the history of medieval military architecrure because it is based on
a new system of fortification design initiated by al-'Adil that transformed
the construction of military defenses during the medieval period. 5 Rather
' Geoffrey Parker, The Military Revolutio11: Military Innovation and the R ise ofthe West,
1S00-1800 {Cambridge 1988) p 7; P. M . H olt, The Age ofthe Crmades: The Near East.from
the Elroenth Century to 1S17 (London 1986) p 76.
' Christopher Marshall, Warfare in the Latin East, 1192-1291 (Cambridge 1992) pp 100,212.
'My methodology is not novel, but is patterned after the approach taken to the study
of Greek fort ifications by F. E. Winter (Gruk Fortifications [Toronto 1972]} and A. W .
Lawrence (Greek Aims i11 Fortijicatio11 [Oxford 1979]}.
' Clive Foss, in his study on the citadel at Kutahya in western An atolia, has suggested
that the add ition of numerous close-set solid towers during the great rebu ilding of
period II was the result of the introduction of the counterweight trebuchet. This machine,
argues Foss, 'demanded a solid platform to support (its] great weight, and an open space
to give the arm room to swing' (Survey ofMedieval Cmtlcs ofAnatolia, I · Kiitahya [Oxford
1985) p 77). Hence, the solid platform towers of period TI were introduced to accommodate the new machine. Foss contends that the cou nterweight rrebuchct reached Byzantium
by the middle of the twelfth century or earlier and accordingly places the rebuildi ng of
period II in the middle of the twelfth century (Foss, Survey pp 83-4}. Certainly, sturdier
towers are required to support the weight of heavier artillery, but they need not be solid, as
the hollow towers of al-'Adil indicate. T he purpose behind solid towers may be to create a
nearly indestructible platform on which to mount artillery. But the original purpose of
such construction may have been li mited to preventing rams or mines from breaching the
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than crediting the transform ation of defe nsive planning in the thirteenth
cenrury to a slavish imitation of al-'Adil's new fortifications, I propose that
the changes that occurred were the result of defensive planners reacting to
the destructive effects of a new and more powerful piece of artillery - the
counterweight trebuchet. The architecrural responses devised to challenge
this new arti llery had two basic aims: to develop a defen ive system to both
wi thstand the new artillery and to utilize the new artillery in a defensive
mode.

3 Defensive planning in the M uslim east
during the twelfth century
and al-'Adil's innovations in fortification design
To appreciate the novelty of al-'Adil's defensive system and the
radical transition in fortifi cation desig n it represents, one must first
become acquainted with the system of defensive planning current in the
twelfth centu ry. During the twelfth cenrury, defensive circuits were fo rtified with towers similar in dimensions to those fo und in Roman Syria,
averaging 5.0 to 6.0 m in width and projecting 3.50 to 4.0 m from the
wall. In accordance with the Roman scheme of defensive planning, these
towers we re positioned at roughly 30- meter intervals. The city walls of
Damascus and H oms, rebuilt by ur al-Din during the middle of the twelfth
cenrury, conform to this arrangement. The city wall of C airo and its citadel,
built by alah al-Di'n, follow a simi lar plan but with towers spaced at even
greater distances.
Al-'Adil, Salah al-Di'n's brother, drastically altered the construction
of defensive circuits and the building of towers, which became larger,
higher, thicker, and more closely spaced. His towers, found on the citadel
of Damascus, Cairo, and Bosra, are immense - as large as 30 m square and a yet the only explanation offered for these abrupt and radical changes
has been the advances made in ballistic technique.• W hat brought about
defensive enclo ure. Foss's thesis rests upon his dating of the rebuilding of period II, and
this has recently been called into question by Robert W . Edwards. Edwards has suggested
that the work of period 11 covers part of period I construction of the mid-ninth century (review
of Survey ofM ediroal Castles ofAnatolia, L· Kiitnhyn by C live Foss, Speculum 62 no 3 [1987]
pp 675-80). If Foss's thesis and dati ng of period 11 construction prove enduring, then it would
be Byzantium, rather than Islam, that was the fi rst to introduce changes in the de ign of
fonificatio ns to utilize the more powerful counterweight trebuchet. Even so, this would not
diminish the novelty of al-'Adil's system of defensive plan ning for greater yria nor negate
the effect this defensive system had upon this region.
'Jean auvaget, 'La citadcll c de Damas', Syria 11 (1930) p 229; A. Abel, 'La citadellc
eyyubite de Bo ra Eski Cham', Amwles ar,hiologiques nrobes Syriennes 6 (1956) p 123; Janine
ourdel-Thomine, 'Burdj', Emyclopaedia ofIslam (2 cd) 1:1316.
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al-'Adil's new system of defensive planning was the introduction of a new
and devastating piece of artillery- the counterweight trebuchet - which
was first introduced during the early part of the twelfth century. This very
powerful and extremely accurate weapon revolutionized the defensiveoffensive pattern of warfare and helped to stimulate the development of an
entirely new system of defensive planning designed to counter this new
weapon.
To appreciate what a revolutionary impact this weapon had and
to understand how a\-'Adil's system of defensive planning was designed to
counter it, we must first exami ne the weapon.
4 The counterweight trebuchet:
The twelfth-century revolution in siegecraft

The counterweight trebuchet, a new and far more deadly piece of
artillery, was a weapon so far superior to any siege machine yet invented that
its introduction brought about a revolution in siegecraft and turned the tide
of siege warfare in favor of the offense. The counterweight trebuchet
employed gravity rather than manpower to propel a missile at an enemy
target. The team of men that had provided the motive power fo r the traction trebuchet was replaced by a ma sive counterweight. ince the weight
of the missile launched by this machine was determined by the weight of
the counterweight, the only factors limiting the power of the weapon
were the material, financial, and human resources needed to construct it.
The counterweight trebuchet could discharge missiles of far greater
weight than the traction trebuchet and could do so with remarkable
accuracy. The machine was thus able to deliver devastating blows against
the same spot of masonry time after time, and this made it potentially
capable of demolishing the strongest built fortified enclosures.
The earliest unambiguous reference to the counterweight trebuchet
(trabuchium) in a European historical source cites its use at the siege
of Cremona in northern Italy in 1199. 7 Because. no earlier references to
the use of the counterweight trebuchet in siege operations of the twelfth
century have been found, most scholars have suggested that this machine
was first introduced at the end of the twelfth century. ave for the sole
reference to this machine at Cremona, historical sources for the twelfth
century written in Greek, Latin, or European vernaculars do not employ
' Kalcvcro Huuri, 'Zur Gcschichte des mittclalterlichen G e chiitzwesens aus oricntalischcn Qiellen', in Societas Orienta/in Fw11icn, Studin Orimtalia 9 no 3 (H elsinski 1941)
p 171.
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a different term for the counterweight trebuchet to distinguish it from the
traction machine. However, Middle Eastern sources for the twelfth century,
in both Arabic and Syriac, do at times utilize different terms for the traction and counterweight trebuchet. The earliest references in these sources
to the counterweight trebuchet indicate that this machine first came into
u e during the early part of the twelfth century.
Arabic sources of the twelfth century identify the counterweight trebuchet as a 'great trebuchet' (manjaniq 'azim) or 'big trebuchet' (manjaniq
kabir) and as a 'frightful trebuchet' (manjaniq ha'il). The anonymous Syriac
chronicle of 1234 uses the term 'great trebuchets' (manganiqe rawrabe) to
refe r to counterweight trebuchets.
T he fir t mention of the counterweight trebuchet under such new
terms is in the anonymo us Syriac account of the second siege of Tyre
by the crusaders in 518/1124. It refers to the crusaders' use of 'great
trebuchet ' (manganiqe rawrabe) and 'many traction trebuchets' (qalqzime
sagi'e) during the siege. 8 William of Tyre's account of this same siege
mentions that the crusaders sent to Antioch for an Armenian artillery
expert named H avedic, who came to Tyre and 'displayed so much skill
in directing the machines and hurling the great stone missiles that
whatever was as igned to him as a target was at once de troyed without
'Anon., Ario11ymi au<loris rhronico11 AD 1234 perti11e11s, cd J. B. Chabot (Corpus
Chri1tianorum orientalium, S,riptom Syri, scr 3 [Paris 1916)) 15:92. The Syriac term qalqumi
comes from the Greek xapa,miµa (H assano Bar Bahlul, Lexiron Syriarum, 3 vols [Paris
1901) p 1797). According ro Bar Bahlul, this term may refer to a 'tower', ' rhe platform of
a trebuchct or a tower', or 'a tower (manor) similar to a trcbuchet'. one of these definitions, however, match the operations of the qalqumi described in the yriac chronicle. These
machines arc described as functio ning in the sa me way as the 'great trebuchets' (manganiqi
rawrabi): they are 'set up' before cities and castles, just as manganiqi are (A11on. Syriac Chron.
pp 92, 94, 120, 126, 140, 155, 161); and they batter or strike the walls of cities and castles
(A11011. Syriac Chro,1. pp 92, 94, 120). The qalq1imi employed by Zangi in his siege of
Edessa in 1144 arc credited with breaking down the city walls on all sides and destroying
seve n towers and making breaches in the wall (Anon. Syriac Chro11. pp 121, 132). During
the siege of A calon by Baldwin 1l1 in 11 53 a single qalq,imi was mounted on a mobile
icge tower, and this machine discharged small stone-shot (A11011. Syriar Chro11. p 155). This
information on the operation of the qalqfimi suggests that this machine is a trebuchet. When
it is mentioned in conjunction with 'great trcbuchets' (ma 11ga11iqi rawrabe), it most probably refers to a traction mach ine (A11011. Syriac Chron. pp 94, 120). When it is not paired
with 'great trebuchets' (ma11ga11iqi rawrabi), it is probably being used as a generic term to
refer to any iypc oflcvcr artillery (A11011. Syria, Chro11. pp 92,121,126, 132, 140). The qalqumi
used by the crusaders at the siege of Ascalon on t0p of a mobile siege tower was most
probably a pole-frame trebuchet, since it is described as discharging small stones. Bar H ebracus
uses both qalqzimi and ma11ga11iqi to refer to trebuchets, and in his account of the siege of
Keysun (Kaysum) by 'Abd Allah ibn T ahir in 824, he states that trebuchets (qalqzimi) hurled
stones each large enough to form an a s's load (Makhtebhlmuth Zabhni, ed Paul Bedjan [Paris
I 90] p 141). 1-luuri c ti mated the weight of the stone-shot to be between 50 and 100 kg
(110-220 lbs; Huuri, 'Geschur-~wcsens' p 150).
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difficulty'.' In 519/ 1125 Aqsonqor al-Bursuqi of M osul besieged 'Azaz
using 'great trebuchets' (manganiqe rawrabe).'0 The Byzantine emperor
John II Komnenos besieged Shayzar in 532/1138 with counterweight
trebuchets, identified by Usamah b. Munqidh as 'frightful trebuchets'
(majimiq hti'ilah)" and by lbn al-'Adim as 'great trebuchets' (majtiniq 'izam)."
The eyewitness accoun t of the siege of Baghdad by the Saljuq sultan
M uhammad in 551- 552/ 1157 recorded by 'lmad al-Din al-lsfah ani
mentions the employment of two counterweight trebuchets (manjaniqayn
'azimay 11) ." T hree 'big trebuchets' (m aj aniq k.ibar) were used by the
Normans in their attac k on Alexandria during the summer of 1174.'•
'lmad al-Din identifies alJ three types of trebuchets in u e during the
twelfth century in his account of Saladin's siege of Amid in 579/ 1183:
the 'arradah or pole-frame trebuchet, the ma,!}aniq or trestle-frame traction trebuchet, and the manj aniq ha'il or trestle-frame counterweight
' Guillaume de Tyr, Chro11i<I'"• ed R. B. C. H uygens (Turnhout 1986) 13.10; W illiam
of T yre,A J-Jistory of Deeds Done beyond the Sea, trans E. A. Babcock and A. C. Krey, 2 vols
(New York 194 1) 2: 15.
"A11011. Syriac Chro11. p 94.
" At the siege ofShayzar in 532/1138, Usiimah b. Munqidh states that the Byzant ine
forces under emperor John II Komnenos set up rrcbuchcts that fired stone-shots weighi ng
between 20 and 25 rails a dista nce farther than a bow-shot (Kilab af-i'tibdr, ed Q!sim
al-Samarra'i [Riyadh 1987] p 134). Since Usamah was a native ofShayzar, the measure of
weight he utilized was most probably the Shayzar rntl, which was equivalent to 2.137 kg
(W alther H inz, lslamische Masse und Gewichte [Leiden 1970] p 31). The weight of the
stone-shots launched by the Byzantine army was therefore between 42.74 and 54.425 kg
(94-120 lbs). The information provided by Usamah also allows us to gauge the distance
of the lau nch of these stone-shots. If the stone-shots were fired farther than a bowshot, this distance would pro bably be beyond the effective range of a military, rather than
a sporting, bow. According to Marsden, the maximum effective range of a composite bow
for military purpose was in the region of 150 to 200 yds (137. 16 to 182.88 m) (Historical
Devek,pmmt p 12). Denys P ringle, utilizi ng information contained in J\11.aurice's Strategiron,
estimates that the maximum effective range of a bow-shot to be 140 m (The Dejmu
of Byza11ti11e Africa from J11sti11ia11 to the Arab Co11quest, 2 vols [Oxford 1981] 1:150).
Considering that the Byzantine trebuchets fired stones beyond the range of a bow-shot,
the distance reached by these stones would probably have been. at least 150 m and most
probably closer to the 200 m mark or beyond. Commenting on the power of these
'frightful trebuchets', Usamah mentions that a house was destroyed by a single stoneshot discharged by a Byzantine counter-weight trebuchet and that a breach was made in
the wall of the fortress by the bombardment of the B)'Lantine machines (Kittib a/-i'tiblir
p 134).
"'Umar b. Ahmad l bn al-'Adim, Zubdat a!-hnlab mi11 ta 'rikh Ha/ab, ed ami
al- Dahhiin (Dama cus 1954) 2:268.
" Al- Fath lbn Bundari, Zubdal af-11usrah wa-1111khba1 al-'usrah, ed M. T. Houtsma in
Ret11ei/ de Tex/es Re/at ifs a l'Histoire des Seljoucides (Leiden 1889) 2:249.
" AJ- Katib al-Isfahani, Kitliba!--fayh al-qussifi al--fath al- Qudsi, ed . Landberg (Leiden
1888) pp 227- 8; 'Abd al-Rahman b. lsmii'il Abu hiimah, Kitlib af-rawdntay11 Ji aMbtir
a!-dawla1ay11, cd M. H . M . Ahmad and
. M. Ziyadah (Cairo 1962) pp 598~00;
Muhammad b. Salim lbn W iisil, Murarrij af-k,mib Ji akhbar bani Ayyub, ed J. Shayyal,
S. 'Ashur, and H. Rabli', 5 vols, in progress (Cai ro 1953- ) 2:11- 16.
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trebuchet.'s The counterweight machine used in this siege is given the name
al-Mufattish (The Examiner), indicating that this piece of artillery was given
pecial regard. Saladin utilized al-manjaniqat al-kibtir at the siege ofMasyaf
in 572/1176. 16 He employed a total of nine al-marzjaniqtital-kibtirat the siege
ofKerak inJumada I 580/August 1184. 17 A t the siege of Tyre in 583/1187,
al-Bu ndari's abridgment of a!- Barq al-Shami records that 'arrtidat and
manjaniqat were employed, while 'lmad al-Din's Fath al-Qudsi records that
al-majtiniq al-sighar wa-al-kibar were used .19 At the siege of Acre, '!mad
al-Din mentions that the ·garrison of the city launched a sally in fo rce
on 1 Sha'ban 586/3 September 1190 that destroyed two counterweight
trebuchets (manjaniqayn kabirayn) of Henry of Champagne, one costing
1500 dinars. " lbn Shaddad records the same event but states that a manjaniq kabir 'azim al- shakl, costing 1500 dinars, and another manjaniq smaller
in size were burnt.'° L ate r during the month of Sha'ban/September, lbn
haddad records that two fire-arrows shot from a large crossbow set fire to
two counterweight trebuchets (ma1zjaniqat hti'i!ah). 21
The earliest historical narrative to provide descriptive details on
the counterweight trebuchet is the twelfth-century Byzantine chronicle
of iketas Choniates. In the account of the siege of Zevgminon in
1165, Choniatcs states that, 'Andronikos [Komnenos] took charge of a
nF.tpo p6Aouc; µ,ixcxvac; (petrobolous mekhands) and by using the sling
(aq>EvOoVT) = sphendone), the winch (o r windlass) ( <np6q>cxAOc; =
strophalos), and the beam (luyoc; = lug6s), shook the section of the wall
between the two towers violently'.'' This petrobolous must have been some
type of trebuchet, not a tension or torsion engine of cla sical antiquity, since
Byzantium was using as its heaviest siege machine the traction trebuchet
(identified as a ne1:pop6AOc; [petrobolos] or EAE7tOAEtc; [helepolis], as well
as by other terms) from at least as far back as the sixth century. T he petrobo!ous
"'l m:id al- Din Muhammad b. Muhamm ad al- Katib al-Isfahani, al-Barq al-Shami,
cd F:ilih Husayn (Amman 1987) 5:85.
"'l m:id al-Din Muhammad b. Muhammad al-K:itib al-Tsfahani, Sana al-barqal- Shami,
562/1166-583/1187, abr al-Fath b. 'Ali al-Bundari, ed Fathiyah al- abarawi (Cairo 1979)
pp 105- 6; Abu hamah, Kitab al- rawdatayn vol 1 pt 2 pp 669-70; Tbn W asil, Mufarrij
n/-kuriib 2:47- 8.
"Al- K:itib al-Isfahani, Sana al-barq n/- Sh!imi pp 241- 3.
" lbidpp 317-23; AJ- Katib al-l sfab :ini, al-fath al- Qudsi pp 73- 86, 110.
"Al- K:itib al-lsfahani, al-fath al- Qud,i p 282.
"Baha' al-D in Yusufb. Rafi' l bn Shadd:id, al-Nawodiral-sultariiyah, ,irat Snlahnl-Di11,
cd Jamiil al-Din al - hayyal (Cairo 1962) pp 134-5.
" Ibid p 136; 'Abd al-Rahman b. Ism:i' il Abu Shamah, Kitab al-rawda1ay11 fi akhbar
al-daw/111ay11, 2 vols (Matba'at W adi al- ii, Cairo 1287-1288/1871-1872) 2:162; Ibn W asil,
M,,farrij al-kuriib 2:335.
" icctas Choniatcs, Nicetae Chronialae Hi<toria, cd J. van D ieten, Corpus fontium
historiac byzantinae (Berlin 1975) vol 11 pt l p 134.
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at Zevgminon is definitely a counterweight trebuchet because it has a
winch or windlass, which the traction trebuchet does not need or employ
for drawing down the beam to prepare it for firing. The word lugos, here
translated as 'beam', can be interpreted as a withe, or branch," or several
branches bound together and so may refer to the rotating beam of the
trebuchet, which can either be composed of a single shaft of wood or of
several bound together. The verb from which lugos is derived has a secondary
meaning of 'to throw', or 'to turn', or to 'play, as a joint in the socket'.''
These actions correspond perfectly with the operation of a rotating beam
of a trebuchet, and hence the identification of lugos with this component
of the trebuchet appears to be certain. During the siege of Prosakos in 1197,
Choniates writes that the man responsible for discharging the stone missile from the ltE'tpo~6Aa µT]xav11µa-ra (petrobola mekhanemata) turned
the lugos around and aimed the sling, which also sugge ts that the lugos
is the rotating beam of the trebuchet.2' Earlier, at the siege of icaea in 1184,
Choruates states that Andronikos 'positioned the &rr6AE~ (helepolis), carefully examining the sling (oq>EVOOVTJ = sphendone), secured both the beam
( t..uyoc; = lugos) and the windlass (o -rpoq>aAOc; = strophalos).'2• The fact
that the beam and the windlass must be secured indicates that thi
helepolis is a counterweight, not a traction, trebuchet.
The driving force behind the development of the counterweight
trebuchet was most probably the increased military activity in the eastern
Mediterranean during the early part of the twelfth century, generated
by Turkoman and crusader activity, Byzantine military resurgence under
John II Komnenos (1118- 1143), and Armenian settlement in Cilicia and
the employment of Armenians in the military services oflslamic, Byzantine,
and crusader states in the region. Rogers suggests that 'it is likely that more
effective artillery was developed by expert siege crews in the regular employment of a commander who could afford them'.2' If this was the case, artillery
experts employed by the Byzantine empire may well have developed the
counterweight trebuchet. The first Mediterranean civjlization to utilize
the traction trebuchet was Byzantium; and the largest traction trebuchet
described in a historical source was a Byzantine machine, indicating that
Byzantine artillery experts brought the traction trebuchet to the peak of its
development. ] n 463/1071, just prior to the battle ofManzikert, al-Bundari
" Henry George Liddell and Robert cott, A Greek-English Lexicon (Oxford 1968)
p 1063 .
1
• ce above note.
" Choniates, Historia p 506.
U[bidp 282.
17
Randall Rogers, Latin Siege Wmfare ;,, the T welfth Century (Oxford 1992) p 247.
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records that among the trebuchets transported by the army ofRomanus IV
Diogene was one that had a composite beam of eight spars and wa
operated by a pulling crew of 1,200 men. This trebuchet could fire
stone missiles weighing one large Khilati qintar (96.21 kg or 212.10 lbs).2
De pite the achievements made by Byzantium in the development of
artillery, misunderstandings persist about Byzantine knowledge and
u e of these weapons. Gillmor, citing Huuri, states that the traction trebuchet did not appear definitely in the Byzantine Empire until 1071.2''
R. W . Edward has flatly denied that the counterweight trebuchet
was known in twelfth-century Byzantium.30 Foss and Winfield have
ugges ted that the counterweight trebuehet 'was introduced into Europe
in the twelfth century, [was] taken up by the crusaders, and rapidly
spread through the Mediterranean and Near East'. They contend that
this machine came into com mon use during the reign of Manuel I
Komnenos (1143- 1180), but they provide no historical evidence for this
conclusion.31
Father George Dennis SJ presented a paper in honor of John and
Manuel Komnenos at the 1994 Dumbarton Oaks Symposium. His paper
on some panegyrics corroborates my conclusions on Byzan tine involvement in the development of advanced artillery. He states that panegyrics
written earlier than the reigns of these two emperors praise the ruler's
generalship and personal bravery but do not say much about siege warfare.
Beginning, however, with John Komnenos (1118 - 1143), the panegyrists
devote attention to siege operations, especially to artillery. One panegyrist,
Nikephoros Basilakes, gives a vivid account of the campaign of John
Komnenos in Cilicia in 1137:
You prepare war. The stones crash down from the sky. They
destroy the fo rward towers and take away the circuit wall. Your
fi rm hand weaves a tunic of stone for your enemies, and they
experienced the Homeric cu rse as they are covered with stones.
A stone large enough to fill a wagon is hurled as though by ten
thousand hands."
"Al-Bundari, Zubdal a/-1111,rah wa-nukhbal a/-'mrah, in Hoursma, R ecueil de Tex/e,
Rtlatift2:42.
Carroll 1. Gillmor,'The Introduction of the Traction Trcbuchet into the Latin We t',
Viator 12 (1981) pp 1- 2.
• Edwards, review of Survey ofMedieval Cmtles ofAnatolia by Clive Foss, Spew/um 62
no 3 (1987) p 678.
"Clive Foss and David Winfield, Byzantine Fortijicatiom: An Introduction (Mucklcncncuk, Pretoria l 986) p 48.
~, ikcphoros Basilakcs, Nikephori Basilacae Oratione, et epi,tolae, ed A. G arzya (Leipzig
19 4) pp 10- 15, 57.
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The emphasis placed on the size of the stone-shot launched by the
artillery ofJohn Komnenos indicates that hjs machines were counterweight,
rather than traction, trebuchets and serves to corroborate the Arabic accounts
of the campaign of John Komnenos, which indicate that he rud employ
counterweight trebuchets.

5 T he artillery revolution of the Middle Ages
and the resultant changes in fortification design
A . Al-'Adil's new system of defensive planning
Al-'Adil's system of defensive planning was designed to counter the
tremendous advantage the counterweight trebuchet gave to offensive fo rces.
This machine could not only launch missiles of enormous weight, but also
it could do so with pinpoint accuracy. It was the first truly accurate artillery
weapon to be introduced. A counterweight trebuchet used by the crusader
agai nst D amietta during the Fifth Crusade is srud to have launched stones
weighing a full Syrian qintar (185 kg or 407.84 lbs). 33 A manjaniq maghribi
employed by al-Salih Ayyub in his siege of Homs in the winter of 646/
1248- 1249 threw a stone weighing 140 Syrian rat/s (259 kg or 570.98 lbs).''
The large Frankjsh trebuchets (manjan iq al-kibar al- ifranjiyah) employed
by sultan al- Ashraf Khalil at the siege of Acre in 690/1291 launched stones
weighing mo re than one Damascu qintar (185 kg or 407.84 lbs). 35
Rounded stone missiles of trebuchets preserved in Qal<at Sahyun vary in
weight from 50 to 300 kg (110.22 to 661.37 lb ). 36 With missiles uniformly
calibrated and with a counterweight set at a fixed weight, this machine
was capable of pinpoint accuracy.37 Huge missiles, of the size previously
" Sawirus b. al-Muqaffa', History ofthe Patriarchs ofthe Egyptian Church, ed and trans
Y. 'Abd al-M asih and 0. H . E . Burmester, 4 vols (Cairo 1942-1974) vol 3 pt 2 p 218.
" I bn W asil, Mufarrij(MS B 1703) fol 61r; D. Hill, 'Trebuchets', Viator4 (1973) p
106.
" al-Y(inini, Dhayl mir'tit a/-zamfi11, in Antran ig Melkonian, Diejahre 1287-1291 in
der Chro11ik a/-Y1ini11is (Freiburg 1975) p 86 (Arabic text). Mcll<onian unfortunately provides the equivalent weight of 44.93 kg for one D amascus qinttir by considering it to be equal
to JOO Egyptian rat/, (al-Yunini, Dhay l mir'tit a/-za111ii11, in M elkonian, D ie j ahre p 162).
Little has followed Melkonian in this error (Donald P. Little, 'The Fall of 'Akka in 690/ 1291:
The uslim Version', in Studies i11 Islamic History a11d Civilization in Honour of Professor
David Aya/011, ed M. haron [Jerusalem- Leiden 1986] p 171). The D amascus qintiir, composed of 100 rails, was equal to 185 kg or 407.84 lbs (see H inz, lslamische M am pp 26, 30).
" P aul Deschamps, Terre Sai11te Romane (Paris 1964) p 34; Jabra'il Sa'adah, 'Ta'rinkh
Qal'at Salah al-D in', A1111a/es archlologiques arabts Syrienr,es 17 (1967) p 66 and fig 5.
bn Urunbugha mentions other adjustments that can be made to the cou nterweight
trebuchet to vary the range of the shot 0bn Urunbugha al-Z aradlcish, a/-Anliq fl
a/-ma116ja11iq, ed abil Muhammad 'Abd al-'Aziz Ahmad Nabil Muhammad 'Abd al-'Aziz
Ahmad [Maktabat al-Anglo al-Misriyah, Cairo 1981] pp 22-4; l bn Urunbugh:i al-Zaradkash,
al-A11liqfi a/- ma11tija11iq, ed Ihsan Hi ndi [Aleppo 1985] pp 41-4).
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mentioned, launch ed repeatedly against the same spot of a fortified
enclosure would eventually demo lish the best defensive masonry.
The devastating effect of the counterweight trebuchet is exhibited
in the following accou nt of al- Kamil's siege of Hardin and Edessa m
633/1236:
The Sultan [al-Kami]] returned to Harran ( larr:in), and took
up position against its fortress, and he besieged it for some
days, and it resisted, and he set up a Western-Islamic trebuchet
[mm1janiqal-maghribi], ana he took it by the sword.... And he
(the Sultan) went to Edessa (al-Ruha), and he took up position
against its fortress, and it was more fortified and more impregnable than the fortress ofHarran (Harriin), but it did not withstand the Western-Islam ic trebuchet [al- manjaniqal-maghribi] ,
for it demolished its curtain walls the day it was set up against
it, and it (the fortress) was also taken by the sword."
The ease with wh ich these two well-fortified cities were taken demonstrates
the effect the counterweight trebuchet had upon siege warfare.
Al-'Adil's architects fo rmulated a defensive system that utilized the
large counterweight trebuchet as a defensive weapon in order to prevent
the enemy's battery of trebuchets from comi ng within effective range. The
most important element of this new defensive system was the extensive use
oftrebuchets moun ted on the platforms of towers. Since these towers were
designed primarily as arti llery emplacements, they took on enormous propo rtions to accom modate and support the massive trebuchets, and castles
were transformed into a cluster of large towers joined by short stretches of
curtain walls. T his new system of defensive plan ning revolutionized the
construction of fortifications during the latte r part of the Middle Ages
and constitutes the las t transition that fo rti fications were to undergo prior
to the development of the bastion system of defensive planning in the sixteenth century, which arose out of a need to withstand the devastating blows
of more effective gunpowder artillery.
The use of arti llery on the platforms of towers was not the only
development in this new defensive scheme. The counterweight trebuchet
rendered the passive system of defense a thing of the past. o longer could
strong masonry and stout walls be relied upon for protection. T he floors
of towers and curtain walls were brought down to ground level, and
postern gates were erected, so that sallies in fo rce could be mounted to
destroy the enemy's siege machines. If the enemy attack could not be
stopped by bombardment and sallies, the ditch and the walls, flanked
"lbn al-Muqaffa', History vol 4 pr 1 p 147.
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by boldly projecting and closely spaced towers, provided the la t line
of defense. This new system of defensive plann ing was first realized
by al-'Adil in his con truction of the citadel of Damascu . Al-'Adil's rebuilding of the citadel of Bosra was begun nearly a year before construction commenced on the citadel of D amascus, but activi ty abruptly halted
following the completion of just one tower. Work on the citadel of Bosra
was not resumed until nearly all of the outer defenses of the citadel of
D amascus were completed, and the citadel of Bosra did not take its fin al
form, with eight massive towers projecting from its defensive perimeter, until
615/ 1218.
Al-'Adil's work on the citadel of Cairo amounted to additions to the
fortress of Salah al-Din rather than to a thorough revampi ng of the fortifications, as was the case at D amascus.>• T he citadel of M t. Tabor, begun
by al-'Adil in 607/ 1211, and completed by hi s son al-Mu'azzarh 'Isa in
612/1215, wa not equipped with a great many towers - only thirteen have
been located along the partly preserved walls of its vas t 580 x 250 m
rectangular enclosure. The largest of these is the rectangular west gate-tower,
which measures 20.0 m by 15.0 m.40 T he citadel of Damascus, therefore,
represents an important transition in the development of medieval fo rtifi cati ons and remai ns one of the finest ac hievements ofl slamic military
architecture.
B. T he transfimnat ior1 effartificat io11s in the eastern M editerranean
during the thirteenth century

Throughout the thirteenth century, defensive ci rcuits were fo rtified
with massive towers to counter the devastating counterweight trebuchet .
\ ,Vithin the Ayyubid realm, new towers of massive dimen ions were added
to castles and citadels, such as those of Shayzar, Olil'at Mudiq, Baalbek,
" O n al-'Adil's work on the citadel of Bosra, see Abel, 'C itadellc', and alim 'Adil 'Abd
al- H aqq, 'Masrah Busrii wa-qal'atuha', A1111ales archlologiques arabes Syriemm 14 (1964)
pp 5-22. The work on the defenses of the citadel of Cairo, undertaken by al-'Adil's son
and successor al- K:imil, comprised the construction of six massive square towers (Burj
al-Suffah, Burj Kirkyilan, Burj al-Turfah, Burj al-Sahr:i, the northwest corner rower,
and the square rower immed iately to rhc south of the northwest corner rower), and the
rebuilding and enlargement of four semicircular rowers built by alah al-D in (the rwo
rowers Ranki ng Bab al-Qctritfah, Burj al- Ram!, and Burj al- H addad). The large square
rowers are immense structures: Burj al-Suffah is approximately 25.0 m quare, Burj Kirkyilan
i roughly 21.0 m square, Burj al-T urfah is about 30.0 m square, the northwest corner
rower is approximately 21.0 m square, and its southern neighbor is about 25.0 m square.
On these fortifications, see K. A. C. Creswell, The Muslim Architecture ufEgypt (Oxford 1952)
2:1- 40.
" A. Battista and B. Bagarti, La fartezza saracena def Monie Tabor: AH 609- 15/ AD
1212- 18 (Jerusalem 1976) pp 45- 6 pis 1, 33.
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Qil'at al-Shaqif, Qal'at al-Subaybah, and Qal'at 'Ajlun." Urban defenses
were also revamped with the addition of large towers. In Jerusalem, a large
tower erected by al-Mu'azza m 'Isa in 609/1212 was recently uncovered
along the southern part of the city wall. It measures 23.0 m square." The
other towers constructed by this prince along the city walls of Jerusalem were
probably of similar size, but all trace of them now lies below ground level.
The new city walls al- u'azzam 'Isa erected in Jerusalem were dismantled
in 616/1219 shortly after their construction, and what portions survived
were reused in the building of the new city walls constructed by sultan
ulayma n I between 944/1537 and 947/1541. The city walls of Aleppo,
rebuilt by al- a.sir Yusuf in 642/1244-1245, were fo rtified with massive
towers. Some twenty towers we re erected between Bab al-'Arba'in and
Bab al-Qinnasrin, and lbn Shaddad states that each resembled a castle
(qal'ah). According to him, the towers exceeded 40 dhira' (21.62 m) in height
and were between 40 to 50 dhirit (21.62 to 27.02 m) in length. Each tower
had galleries to protect the combatants from arrows and the stones of
the trebuc hets (majaniq).' 1 T he city wall of Damascus also appears to have
"On the citadel ofShayzar, see M ax van Berchem and Edmond Fatio, Voyage en Syric,
2 vols (Cairo 1913-1915) 1:178-87, 2: pis 25-7; Kiimil Shahiidah,'Qal'at Shayzar',
A1111ales archiologiques arabes Syriem,es 31 (1981) pp 107-28; and &pertoire chro11ologiq11e
d' ipigraphie arabc, ed Gaston Wiet, Jean Sauvaget, and Etienne Combe, 17 vols, in progress
(Cairo 193 1-) 11:36-7 no 4057 (hereafter cited as 'RCEA'). On ~ 'at al-Mudiq, see
Bcrchem and f atio, Voyage 1:189- 94, 2: pl 27; and RCEA 10:5 no 3608. On the citadel
of Baalbck, sec Baalbek Ergebnisse der A11sgrabu11gm tmd U11tersuch1111gm in dem ]ahren
1898-1905, ed Theodor Wiegand, 3 vols (Berli n and Leipzig 1921- 1925) 3: 15-16, 62-5,
69- 72 pis 3-4. On Qa!'ar al-Shaqif, see Paul Deschamps, Les chtiteaux des croises er,
Terre Sainte, 3 vols (Paris 1934- 1973) 2:177-208 pis 53-7. On ~l'at al-Subaybah, see
Deschamps, Chateaux 2:145-74 pis 35-52. O n ~]'at 'Ajliin, sec C. . Johns, 'Medieval
'Ajliin', Quarterly ofthe Depar/mer,t ofA111iquities i11 Palestine 1 (1932) pp 21-33.
~on this tower and the inscription commemorating its construction inJumiid:i I 609/29
eptember- 28 October 1212 by al-Malik al-Mu'az:~am 'l s:i, see Magen Broshi,' otes and
News: Mount Zion', Israel Exploratio11 j ournal 24 (1974) p 285; M agen Broshi, 'Along
Jerusalem's W alls', Biblical Archcologist 40 (March 1977) pp 11-17; M . Sharon,'The Ayyiibid
Walls of Jerusalem: A ew In scription from the Time of al-Mu'azzam 'l s:i', in Studies;,,
Memo1yofGasto11 Wiet, ed M. Rosen-Aya!on Oernsalcm 1977) p 182; ahman Avigad, • cws
and otes: Jernsalem, the Jewish Qiiarter of the O ld City, 1977', Irrael Exploration j ournal
28 (1978) pp 200- 1; al1man Avigad, Discovering Jerusalem (Nashville 1980) pp 25 1-5. Both
Broshi and Avigad believe that this rower is a gate-rower, which they identify with the
Nca Qare, since it is situated in line with the cardo of Roman-Byzantine Jerusalem running south from the D amascus Gate. H owever, this tower is most likely nor a gate-tower.
T he stones Broshi ascribes to the gate do not offer convi ncing proof of the existence of
a mai n gateway on the rower; there are no surviving Ayyiibid or M amliik gate-rowers like
this one, designed with an obrrnsivc pillar in the center; and rhe foundation inscription makes
no mention of a gate, only of the construction of a rower. T he tower may have been provided with a postcrn, but not a main gate .
" 'lzz al-Din Muhammad ibn Shaddiid, a/-A 'ltiq al-lt.hatirahfi dhikr 1111,anl' al-Sham
wa-al-Jazirah: [Ta'rilt.h madirrat Ha/ab}, cd Dominique Sourdel (Damascus 1953) p 19.
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been refortified with some large rectangular towers at this time. The northeast corner tower (face, 8.58 m; E side, 5.14 m; W side, 5.82 m) was
constructed by al-Salih Ayyub in 646/1248-1249 ... In 1967, the foundations of a large rectangular tower dating from the Ayyubid period were
uncovered at the southeast corner of the city wall. The tower measured
20.0 m along its face and its west flank projected 17.0 m from the curtain."
Very likely this tower was erected by al- u'azzam 'Isa in 623/1226, since
his inscriptions dating from this time on Bab Sharqi, to the north of this
tower, and on Bab al- aghir, to the west of this tower, both record the
rebuilding (tajdid) of the city wall. 46 Sibt b. al-Jawzi even credits al-Mu'azzarn
'Isa with building the city wall of Damascus (band sur Dimashq)," so it
is quite likely that the wo rk of al-Mu'azzam 'Isa was extensive and that
he erected a number of large rectangular towers along the section of wall
stretching from Bab al-Saghir to Bab Sharqi. Stephan von Gumpenberg,
who visited Damascus in 1449, records that all of the towers along the
city walls were semicircular, except for every fourth tower, which was a large
rectangular tower ('ein grosser vierecketer Thurn').<t These large ~ectangular
towers, which have long since vanished, most probably date from
al-Mu'azzam 'Isa's rebuilding of the city wall in 623/1226.
In the Islamic realms of Anatolia, towers erected during the thirteenth
century took on immense proportions. The enormous circular towers
constructed by the Artuqid su ltan al-Salih a.sir al-Din Mahmud
(597-619/1201-1222) on the city walls of Diyarbakir, the Ulu Badan and
Yedi Kardas h, are over 25.0 min diameter.'' The octagonal Red Tower at
Alanya erected in 623/1226 by the sultan of Rum 'Ala' al-Din Kayqubadh
"Saliih al-Din al-Mu najjid, Dimashq al-qadimah: Aswaruha, abrtijuhti, abwtibuhti
(Damascus 1945) pp 31-3.
'' asib Salibi, 'Asbftr al-burj aljanubi al-sharqi li-sur Dimashq', Anna/es archfologiques
arabes Syriermes 32 (1982) pp 23-34.
" ikira Elisseeffhas published the inscription at Bab Sharqi ('Apropos d'unc inscription d'al-Malik al-Mu'a2zam 'Isa; contribution ii. 1-etude de son regne',Annales arrhfologiqut1
arnbes Syriermes 4- 5 [1954- 1955] p 4), and Saliih al-Din al-Munajjid has published the
inscription at Bab al- Saghlr (Dimashq al-qadimah p 50).
" Shams al-Din Yusuf Sibt ibn al-Jawzi, Mir'dt al-zamdnfl ta'rikh al-dyim, cd J. R.
Jewett (Chicago 1907) p 429, and Shams al -Din Yusuf Sibt ibn al-JawLi, Mir'dt al- zamlm,
2 vols (Hyderabad 1951- 1952) 2:650.
" Von Gumpcnbcrg's description of the city wall of D amascus is found in Sigmund Fcycrabend, R eyszlnuh desz heylige11 La11d1 . . . (Franckfort im Mayn 1584) 242v243r.
" The Ulu Badan, which is 25 .50 m in diameter, was constructed, according to its
fou ndation in scription, in 605/1208-1209 (Albert Gabriel, Voyages arrhtologiques dans
la Turqui, oriental,, 2 vols [Paris 1940) 1:115-21, 323-4). The Ycdi Kardash, which is
27.80 min diameter, carries a foundation in scription, but it is not dated (Gabriel, Voyages
1:121- 5, 324).
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(613- 634/1219-1237) i 29.0 min diameter and reaches a maximum height
of33.0 m. so
Cru ader fortifications were also transformed to meet the threat posed
by the counterweight trebuchet. During the early thirteenth century, the
Krak des Chevaliers (Hisn al-Akrad) was ringed with an outer wall. Once
this work was completed, the inner defenses were revamped, and the southern front, which was the side most vulnerable to attack, was provided with
three massive towers (towers K, J, and I) . These towers surely functioned
as artillery emplacemehts.5' The defenses of the Chateau Pelerin at 'At:lit,
begun in 1217, were designed with artillery in mind. Since the castle is
urrounded on three sides by sea, its defensive strength is concentrated on
the landward or eastern side. Here the outer wall is fortified with three
rectangular gate-tower set approximately 44.0 m apart. These towers are
composed of two floors and were originally surmounted by a spacious platform enclosed by a parapet. The two southernmost towers are approximately
20.0 m long and the northern tower is roughly 16.0 m long. All three
towers project about 12.0 m from the curtain wall. Behind this formidable
outer defense is the inner wall, fortified by two enormous towers that are
approximately 28.0 m long by 18.0 m deep. Both of these towers originally
rose to a height of over 34.0 m. The reason for the great size and height of
the e towers is that they were designed primarily as artillery emplacements.52
The fortifications of crusader cities were also transformed during the
thirteenth century with the addition of large towers. Acre is a good
example of a well-developed scheme of urban fortifications. It outer defenses
consisted of a double line of walls fortified by enormous rectangular
towers. 5' Only the most massive bombardment of trebuchets ever mounted
was able to break the defenses of this city. 5'
6 Conclusion

Contrary to Smail's assessment, medieval fortifications and defensive
planning underwent revolutionary changes during the crusader period in
"' cton Lloyd and D . Storm Rice, Ala11ya t AM'iyya) (London 1958) pp 11-16, 50-4.
" Deschamps, Chaleaux 1:190-2 pis 25, 32, 38, 40, 41, 43.

" C. N.Johns, 'Excavations at Pilgrims' Castle, 'Adit (1932): The Ancient Tell and the
Outer Defences of the C astle', Quarterly ofthe D epartmml ofA11tiquitie1 in Palu ti11e 3 no 4
(1933) pp 145-64.
" Wolfgang M uller-Wiener, Ca,tles of the Cnuader (London 1966) pp 72- 4; David
Jacoby, 'Crusader Acre in the Thirteenth Century: Urban Layout and Topography', Studi
Mediroali (3d ser, 20, fasc 1, 1979) pp 1-45.
" According to Abu al - Fida', more trebuchers were employed in the siege of Acre than
against any other place (al-Mukhtmarfl ta 'rikh al-ba,har, 4 vols [Cairo 1907-1908] 4:24).
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order to counter the greater destructive power of the counterweight trebuchet
and to exploit this new artillery for use in the defense of strong points. This
transition in defensive planning was the last major change in the design
of fortifications prior to the introduction of the platform-bastion system of
defensive planning, which was fully developed by the second half of the
sixteenth century. The new system of defensive planning of the thirteenth
century was devised to resist the bombardment of counterweight trebuchets
and to provide platforms for the positioning of the new artillery in order
to out-range enemy artillery of greater power. The transition from tractiontrebuchet fortifications to counterweight-trebuchet fortifications was fully
realized by the early thirteenth century, and the new system of defensive planning was widely adopted during the course of this century. An
artillery revolution of the twelfth century generated a revolution in the
development of fortifications during the thirteenth century.

The very detailed and authoritative accounts of the siege by Shams al-Din al-Jazari and Badr
al-Din al-'Ayni put the total number of trebuchcts employed by the Muslims at seventy·
two (al-Jazari, Hawadith al-uimim IS 6739 fonds arabe fol 24v, Bibliotheque Nationalc,
Paris; al-Jazari, lA Chroniqu, d, Damas d'al-]auirli [Paris 1949) p 5; al-'Aynli, 'lqd al-juman
fl ta'rikh ah/ al-zamtin MS 2912/4 fol 144v, Ahmet JlI Collection, Topkapi Sarayi Muzesi
Kutu phanesi, Istanbul). l bn al-Furat and al-Maqrizi set the number of trebuchcts at ninety·
rwo, but this figure is most probably a scribal error for seventy-two, since the unpointed
sab' and tis' arc often confused (lbn al-Furat, H istory 8:112; al-Maqrizi, Kitab a/-sulu>.
li-ma'rifat duwal a/-11111/uk, 4 vols [Cairo 1934-1973) vol l pt 3 p 764). Al-Yunini mentions that fifteen of the machines were large Frankish trcbuchcts (al- majtiniq al-kibtir
al-ijra,,jiyah) , and al-'Ayni states that fifty-two were traction Devilish trcbuchets (111a,,ja11i9
shayttini) (al-Yunini, Dhayl mir'tit a/- uimtin, in Melkonian, Di,jahre p 86). While al-Jazari,
al-Yi.inini, and lbn al-Fur:l.t all state that qartibughrli trebuchcts were used in the siege, no
author specifies how many (al-Jazari, Hawtidith al-zaman fol 24v; al-YOnini, Dbayl mir'at
al-zamtin, in Melkonian, Di, ]ahre p 86; lbn al-Furiit, Hi,tory 8:112). If the above accounts
can be reconciled with one another, a figuse of five qartibughra trebuchets is reached by deducting al-Yunini's fifteen large Frankish trebuchets and al-'Ayni's fifty-two Devilish trebuchcts
from the total number of seventy-two. Although al-Y(mini states that the pole-frame
traction trebuchet known as the /ucbah was employed in great numbers in the siege, this
machine is probably included in al·'Ayni's count of Devilish trcbuchets. Also sec the excellent article of Donald P. Little, which analyzes the Arabic accounts of the siege of Acre in
great detail ('Fall of 'Akk:i'). I would like to thank Professor Little for kindly providing me
with transcriptions and photocopies of still unedited relevant sections of Arabic chronicles
dealing with the siege of Acre.
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References to Counterweight Trebuchets
Employed during the Twelfth Century

Site

Term

Source

518/1124

Tyre; besieged by

ma.,,ganiqi raw rahe

A11011. Syriac Chro11. 92"

519/1125

'Aziz; besieged by

manga11iqi rawrabi

Aqsonqor al-Bursuqi

(great trebuchcts)

D ate

Crusaders

532/1138

(great trebuchcts)

Shay,ar; besieged by

majaniq ha'iah

John 11 Komncnos

(frightful trcbuchets)

A11011. Syriac Chro11. 94"

Usamah b. Mu nqidh"
lbn al-'Adim"

majaniq 'iuim

(great trcbuchcts)
551-552/1157 Baghdad; besieged by the

manjaniqay n 'azimayn

aljuq Sultan Muhammad (two great trebuchets)

'!mad al-Din,
abri by Bundari,
Zubdat al-11usrah"

1165
26Dhu
al-Hijjah 569-

Zevgminon; besieged by

xt1pop6M>u, µnxava,

Andronikos Komncnos

(petrobolous mekha11bs)

Alexandria; attacked by

3 majaniq kibar

N icctas Choniatcs'°

'1mad al- D in"
Abu Shamah"

ormans

1 Muharram

Ibn W asil"

570/28 July2 Aug 1174
572/1176

Masyaf; besieged by
Saladi n

al- manjaniqat al-kibar
al-majaniq al-kibar

'l mad al-D in"
Abu Shamah"
Ibn W asil"

" A11011. Syria, Chron. 15:92 .
" lbidp 94.
'' cc n 11 above.
" Ibn al-'Adim, Zubdat al-ha/ab min ta'rlkh H a/ab 2:268.
" Al-Bund:iri, Zubdat al-nusrab wa-n11khbat a/-'usrah, in H outsma, R ecueil de Tex/es
Rdatifi 2:249.
iccrac C honiatcs, N icetae Chro11iatae Historia vol 11 pt 1 p 134.
" AI-Katib al-l sfahani, al-Jath al- Qudsi pp 227-8.
" Abu ham ah, Ki tab al-rawdatay11 vol 1 pt 2 pp 598-600.
"l bn W asil, Mufarrij al-kurub 2:11-16.
" AI-Katib al-l sfaha ni, Sand al-barq al- Shami, 562/1166-583/1187, abr al-Fath
b. 'Ali al-Bundari, ed Fathiyah al-N abarawi (Cairo 1979) pp 105-6.
" Abu Shamah, Kitiib al- rawdatay11 pp 669- 70.
" lbn W asil, Mufarrij al-k,mib 2:47-8.
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D ate

579/1183

Site
Amid; besieged by
Saladin

Term
'arrlidah

Source
'lmad al-Din"

majtiniq
ma,,janiq ha'il

called al-mufattish
(The Examiner)
Jumada I 580/ Kerak; besieged by

9 al-ma,,janiqtit

Aug 1184

al-kihar

9 Ramadan-

29 hawwal

Saladin
Tyre; besieged by
aladin

al-majtiniq al-sighar

'lmad al- D in.,
'!mad al-Din"

wa-a f-kibtir

583/
12 Nov 11871 Jan 1188
585-587/
1189-1191

Acre; sieged by crusaders

maja11iqay11 kabirayn

'] mad al- Din'°

Sally in force destroys
2 trebuchets of Henry of
Champagne, one costing
1500dinan

" Al-Katib al-Isfahani, al-barq al-Shami, cd Falih Husayn (Amman 1987) 5:85.
" Al-Katib al-Isfahani, Sa11a al-barq al-Shlimi pp 241-3.
" Al- Ka.rib al-Isfahani, al-fathal-Qudsipp 73-86, 110.
'°Ibidp 282. The Anglo-Norman poet known as Ambroi se has an importa nt account
of a powerful and effective trebuchct used by Acre's defenders against the trebuchets of
Henry of Champagne: Within the city walls there were,/ As doth the chronicle aver,/ Full
many a stone-throwing machine/ The like of which was never seen,/ And one there was
that aimed so well / That it did damage dire and fell : / It smashed 19 pieces from afar / O ur
engines and machines of war,/ For rocks of such huge size it threw - / As if borne on by
wings they Aew / That all of two men's strength it took/ To draw its sling, so saith the
book; / And when the stone thus swiftly sent / Struck on the earth in its descent, / The
missile sank into the ground / A full foot deep, and there was found. This same machi ne
it was that smote/ A man upon the back. Take note / That never could a tree of wood /
Or marble column have withstood / Such blow, but would have split in two,/ So straight
and hard the missile flew. But the man did not even know/ That he was struck. God willed
it so./ One needs must in a God believe, /Who can such miracle achieve' (Ambroisc, L'Estoire
de la Guerre Sainte, cd G. Paris [Collection de Documents lnedits sur l'Histoire de la France,
Paris 1897] vv 3,535-60). The facr that two men are required to draw down the beam (cithcr
by pulling on the sl ing or by operating a windlass) in order to reload the sling for the next
discharge indicates that the machine is a counterweight, not a traction, trebuchet. A traction trcbuchet requires only a single person for thi s operation.
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Date

ite

1 ha'ban 586/ Acre; sieged by crusaders

3 ept. 1190

Term
manjaniqat ha'ilah

Source
lbn haddad"

2 fire-arrows shot from a

Abu Shamahn

large crossbow set fire to

l bn W asil"

2 cwt. rrebuchets

" lbn haddad, al- Naw!idir p 136.
"'Abd al-Rahman b. l smft'il Abu Sham ah, Kitab al-rawdatay11fi akhbar al- dawlatayn,
2 vols {l\1latba'at W adi al-Nil, Cairo 1287- 1288/1871-1872) 2:162.
"l bn W asil, Mufarrij al-kurflb 2:335. Philip ll launched an artillery bombardment with
7 majli11iq on 4 Jumad:i I 587/30 M ay 1191. Philip's chief trebuchet was called M al Voisin
(Bad cighbor) (1). I t was knocked out of action on everal occasions by a trebuchet known
as Mal Cou in (Bad Kinsman) operated by the garrison of Acre. It was subsequently repaired
and put back into action and was credited with breaching the main wall of the city and doing
great damage to Ma!cdicta Tower. The Templars (2) and H ospitallcrs (3) both had a trebuchet. One machine, known as the Periere Deu (Stone-Thrower of God) (4) was operated
communally by the crusaders and fin anced through pious donations collected by a priest who
preached while the trcbuchet was bombarding the city. This trebuchet made a breach in the
city wall near M aledicta Tower. King Richard initially operated one trebuchet that he had
inherited from the count of Flanders (5) and one of his own trebuchets (6), which was smaller
than this one. Later he constructed two more trcbuchet s (7 and 8) and two mangonels
(9 and 10); these last two were used to bombard the interior of the city (Ambroise, L 'Estoire
de/a Guem Sai11te w . 4,743- 808).

